BACN 2015 Conference - Record
Numbers Attend
The BACN held its sixth Annual Conference at the International Convention Centre Birmingham this weekend –
3rd October 2015. The conference was sold out well in advance with record numbers of delegates and
exhibitors.
Over 200 BACN Nurses, 30 Exhibitors plus a number of doctors and dentists enjoyed the full day of
presentations and the evening social event.
Sharon Bennett – BACN Chair said:
‘We have been overwhelmed by the response to this year’s conference from both our members and
exhibitors. The event at the ICC in Birmingham broke all previous attendance figures and the feedback has
been tremendous. We are already starting to plan next year’s event’.
Paul Burgess – BACN CEO said:
‘We took the time to review feedback from the 2014 event and made a number of changes to meet the needs
of members and exhibitors. There is no doubt that the central location and the ICC were a major factor in
attracting record numbers. However the support of our strategic partners alongside the steady growth in the
number of BACN members and its profile over the last year have all combined to make this such a success ’.
First time conference attender and new Dentist Affiliated Member of the BACN Dr Manish Aggarwal said:
‘I am amazed at the fantastic service provided by the BACN to medical professionals working in the field of
non- surgical aesthetics. I attended my first Super Meeting in Birmingham two weeks ago and the Annual
Conference at the ICC. The level and quality of the presentations was outstanding but just as important was
the friendship and mentoring support extended to me by all the nurses I met’.
Peter Roberts – Skin Med – Exhibitor and Sponsor of the Evening Event said:
‘Skin Med loves the BACN who we have supported for many years. We count many of the nurses not only as
our customers but our friends. Looking forward to 2016’.

For more information about joining the BACN or for the 2016 Conference please contact:

Paul Burgess – BACN CEO
pburgess@bacn.org.uk
07971476312

